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Abstract A two-frequency dual-plane stereo particle im-
age velocimetry (DSPIV) technique is described for highly
resolved measurements of the complete nine-component
velocity gradient tensor field ¶ui/¶xj on the quasi-universal
intermediate and small scales of turbulent flows. The
method is based on two simultaneous, independent stereo
particle image velocimetry (PIV) measurements in two
differentially spaced light sheet planes, with light sheet
characterization measurements demonstrating the re-
quired sheet thicknesses, separation, and two-axis paral-
lelism that determine the measurement resolution and
accuracy. The present approach uses an asymmetric for-
ward–forward scatter configuration with two different la-
ser frequencies in conjunction with filters to separate the
scattered light onto the individual stereo camera pairs,
allowing solid metal oxide particles to be used as seed
particles to permit measurements in nonreacting as well as
exothermic reacting turbulent flows.

1
Introduction
Much of the experimental research in turbulence is aimed
at developing models for the quasi-universal intermediate
and small scales of both nonreacting and highly exother-
mic reacting turbulent flows. This requires information on
the structure and dynamics at these scales in various
gradient fields, such as the strain rate and vorticity fields
and the kinetic energy dissipation rate field, obtained from
the velocity derivatives ¶ui/¶xj. Owing to the difficulty in
experimentally measuring all nine simultaneous compo-
nents of these velocity gradients at the intermediate and
small scales of turbulent flows, these gradient fields have,
to date, been studied primarily by direct numerical sim-
ulations of comparatively simple turbulent flows.

Experimental measurements of velocity gradients in
turbulent flows originated with Batchelor and Townsend

(1949), who used single-point time-series data from hot-
wire measurements with Taylor’s hypothesis to approxi-
mate a single component of the velocity gradient tensor.
Numerous subsequent studies have developed increasingly
capable multiple-wire probes to simultaneously measure
several components of the velocity gradient tensor (e.g.,
Kovasznay 1950; Kistler 1952; Foss 1976; Antonia et al.
1998). A few studies have used probes with up to 20 hot-
wires to measure all nine components of the velocity
gradient tensor at a single point (Antonia et al. 1987;
Brown et al. 1987; Balint et al. 1989; Tsinober et al. 1992;
Kit et al. 1993).

Particle image velocimetry (PIV) allows the simulta-
neous nonintrusive measurement of two in-plane velocity
components, here denoted u(x, y) and v(x, y). These provide
four of the nine velocity gradient tensor components ¶ui/¶xj,
which, in turn, give access to three of the six components of
the strain rate tensor and a single vorticity component.
Stereo PIV, dual-plane PIV (Raffel et al. 1998), and scanning
PIV (Brückner 1997) additionally provide the out-of-plane
velocity component w(x, y) and, thereby, provide two fur-
ther velocity gradient components ¶w/¶x and ¶w/¶y. How-
ever, these do not give access to any additional components
of either the strain rate tensor or the vorticity vector.

Particle tracking velocimetry (PTV) provides three-
component velocity fields throughout a three-dimensional
volume (e.g., Kasagi and Nishino 1991; Malik et al. 1993).
However, the comparatively low spatial resolution im-
posed by the large particle separations needed to allow
accurate particle tracking prevents velocity gradient mea-
surements at comparatively small scales of turbulence. The
most extensive velocity gradient measurements in turbu-
lent flows to date have come from holographic particle
image velocimetry (HPIV) (Zhang et al. 1997), though the
resolution in those measurements is significantly larger
than the smallest scales in the turbulent flow.

Indirect measurements of ¶ui/¶xj via scalar imaging
velocimetry (SIV) are based on three-dimensional laser-
induced fluorescence imaging of a scalar field and inver-
sion of the conserved scalar transport equation from
the measured scalar field data to obtain the underlying
three-component velocity field. This has allowed the first
noninvasive measurements of all nine simultaneous
components of the velocity gradients at the intermediate
and small scales of a turbulent flow (Dahm et al. 1992; Su
and Dahm 1996a, 1996b). However, the results are
obtained indirectly from measured scalar field data and
require additional smoothness and continuity constraints
in the inversion to obtain the velocity field data.
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A dual-plane stereo particle image velocimetry (DSPIV)
measurement was first reported by Kähler and Kom-
penhans (1999), in which two separate stereo PIV systems
were used to provide all three components of velocity in
two parallel light sheets. The method required separating
the light scattered by particles in the two light sheets onto
two independent stereo camera pairs. That study used a
polarization-based approach, in which the two light sheets
were arranged with orthogonal polarizations so that each
stereo camera pair saw the scattered light from only one of
the sheets. Such an approach allows all nine components
of the velocity gradients to be determined from the mea-
sured velocities in the two parallel light-sheet planes.
Kähler et al. (2002) used this to measure comparatively
large-scale features of the flow in a turbulent boundary
layer, and Hu et al. (2001) used the same technique to
investigate large-scale features of a lobed jet mixer. Neither
of these studies attempted to resolve the velocity gradients
on the quasi-universal intermediate and small scales of
turbulent flows. Moreover, maintaining the orthogonal
polarization in the Mie scattered light required the scat-
tering particles to be spherical, and as a consequence,
these studies used fine liquid droplets as the seed particles.
This can be done in nonreacting turbulent flows, but in
exothermic reacting flows, such liquid droplets do not
survive and the polarization-based method cannot be
used.

The two-frequency DSPIV technique presented here
allows direct noninvasive measurements of all nine com-
ponents of the velocity gradient tensor field ¶ui/¶xj at the
intermediate and small scales of turbulent flows. As indi-
cated in Fig. 1, the technique is based on DSPIV mea-
surements using two different laser frequencies in
conjunction with filters to separate the light scattered from

the seed particles onto the individual stereo camera pairs.
This allows traditional solid metal oxide particles to be
used as the seed, and, thereby, permits such two-frequency
DSPIV measurements to be made in reacting as well as
nonreacting flows. Moreover, whereas both the dual-plane
measurements of Kähler and Kompenhans (1999) and Hu
et al. (2001) used a single-axis forward–backward imaging
configuration, the present measurements are based on a
two-axis forward–forward stereo camera configuration
that allows accurate measurements at lower laser sheet
energies. Furthermore, Kähler and Kompenhans (1999)
used an included angle of 90� that minimized the out-of-
plane velocity component error, and Hu et al. (2001) used
a symmetric arrangement with a 50� included angle that
minimized the ratio of out-of-plane to in-plane velocity
component errors. By contrast, the present approach uses
an asymmetric camera arrangement that achieves the same
50� included angle in a forward–forward camera configu-
ration, providing the benefits of forward imaging while
still minimizing the ratio of out-of-plane to in-plane
velocity component errors. Finally, the present measure-
ment system provides for significantly higher spatial res-
olution than has been achieved in any prior DSPIV
measurement. Specifically, the spatial resolution achieved
here is a factor of 3–4 times finer than the local inner
(viscous) length scale km of the turbulent flow; in com-
parison, the earlier measurements of Hu et al. (2001)
correspond to a relative resolution at least a factor of 20
times coarser than this system at the furthest downstream
location, where the resolution was highest.

Here, we describe the key components of this two-fre-
quency DSPIV measurement approach, including a
detailed discussion of the camera configuration, the
dual-plane light sheet positioning and quantitative char-
acterization, and the resulting associated errors inherent
in this DSPIV technique. We also demonstrate the
successful realization and characterization of such a
system to obtain simultaneous measurements of all nine
components of the velocity gradient tensor field ¶ui/¶xj

resolved to the smallest scales of a turbulent shear flow.
Whereas the present paper focused on the measurement
technique itself, two companion papers (Mullin and Dahm
2004a, 2004b) provide additional extensive results from
the application of this two-frequency DSPIV technique in
detailed studies of the structure, statistics, similarity, and
scaling of velocity gradient fields, strain rate and vorticity
fields, and kinetic energy dissipation rate fields on the
quasi-universal intermediate and small scales of a turbu-
lent shear flow.

2
Two-frequency DSPIV system configuration
The present two-frequency DSPIV system, shown in Fig. 2,
consists primarily of four Nd:YAG lasers, two pulsed dye
lasers, and four charge-coupled device (CCD) cameras
coordinated by a computer with an onboard program-
mable timing unit. It is based on two, essentially inde-
pendent, stereo PIV systems that simultaneously provide
measurements in two differentially spaced data planes.
Each stereo camera pair operates with a coincident pair of
532-nm or 635-nm laser light sheets that illuminate the

Fig. 1. Basic principle for frequency-based dual-plane stereo PIV
(DSPIV) measurements, consisting of two simultaneous inde-
pendent stereo PIV measurements of all three velocity compo-
nents (u, v, w) in two differentially spaced parallel light sheets,
one at 532 nm (green) and one at 635 nm (red)
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particles. Each individual particle image is a single-color,
double-frame, single-exposure PIV image acquired at an
angle to the light-sheet normal, thus, allowing two cameras
oriented in a stereo configuration to determine the two in-
plane velocity components and the one out-of-plane
velocity component over the measurement field-of-view.
Each of the two individual stereo systems produces a
single-color cross-correlation PIV measurement, and the
two measurements are then mapped onto a common field-
of-view. Aluminum oxide particles with a nominal 0.5-lm
diameter are used here, for which the ratio of particle
relaxation time and characteristic flow time gives a particle
Stokes number that readily meets the requirements for
assuring that the particles accurately follow the fluid mo-
tion (Samimy and Lele 1991; Clemens and Mungal 1991).

2.1
DSPIV light sheet generation
Two pairs of light sheets are created using four frequency-
doubled Nd:YAG lasers. Two of these are sequentially

triggered to create the double pulses for the 532-nm sheets
at 40 mJ per sheet. The other two are sequentially trig-
gered at the same two instants of time to first produce 532-
nm pulses at 400 mJ per pulse, which then pump two
pulsed dye lasers to provide the double pulses for the 635-
nm sheets at 40 mJ per sheet. The flashlamps and Q-
switches are triggered by TTL signals at 10 Hz, with a
pulse duration of 10 ns. The time delay Dt between pulses
is controlled by a PC-based programmable timing unit
(PTU), controlled by the LaVision Davis 6.2 PIV acquisi-
tion software. All four lasers have a 100-ns intrinsic delay
between the rising edge of the trigger pulse and the actual
peak of the laser energy; this additional delay is negligible
for the flow conditions used in the present study. The
present Dt £ 95-ls pulse separations are sufficient to
freeze the flow in the present turbulence measurements.

The 532-nm and 635-nm pulse pairs travel along
independent optical paths until they are combined using
a long-pass beamsplitter reflecting >95% of the 532-nm
pulse and transmitting >85% of the 635-nm pulse. The
pulse pairs then travel along a common sheet-forming
optical path shown in Fig. 3 to create the differentially
spaced sheets. The first two lenses, a concave-cylindrical
(f = 100 mm) and a convex-symmetric (f = 250 mm),
transform each round laser beam into a sheet with a
width equal to the incident laser beam diameter and a
height of 20 mm. The next two lenses reduce the width
of the nominal laser sheet by a factor of 10, from 10 mm
to 1 mm, using a convex-symmetric (f = 250 mm) and a
plano-convex (f = 25 mm) lens pair that form a reversed
(10:1) Galilean telescope. The third set of optics consists
of two plano-convex (f = 60 mm and f = 80 mm) lenses
separated by 160 mm to produce an effective focal
length of f = 370 mm, which creates a waist in the test
section.

The optics are arranged on a single optical rail to
provide a common optical axis, with each optic mounted
on a micrometer stage to allow individual adjustments
along and transverse to the optical axis. This allows the
laser sheet waist to be moved within the test section. Due
to the different frequencies of the light sheets, their
respective waists fall at slightly different locations. To
match the waists of the 532-nm and 635-nm sheets, the
diameters of the 635-nm laser beams were increased to
create the correct input diameter into the sheet forming
optics, repositioning the 635-nm waist location to that of
the 532-nm location.

Fig. 2. Basic layout of the present frequency-based PIV system.
Two Nd:YAG lasers provide the double-pulsed green light sheet
and two additional Nd:YAG lasers pump two dye lasers to provide
the double-pulsed red light sheet. Four PIV cameras are arranged
in an asymmetric forward–forward scatter configuration

Fig. 3. Optical components used to
combine the green and red laser
pulses to create the two differen-
tially spaced double-pulsed light
sheets in Fig. 1
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2.2
Light sheet characterization and alignment
The thickness, spacing, and two-axis parallelism of the two
pairs of differentially spaced light sheets contribute di-
rectly to the accuracy achievable by DSPIV measurements.
The thicknesses in part determine the spatial resolution of
the measurements. In the present system, these thick-
nesses were measured in the center of the field-of-view by
traversing a knife edge across each sheet and collecting the
transmitted light onto a photodiode detector. To quantify
each sheet thickness, as shown in Fig. 4, an error function
was fitted using a nonlinear least-squares match to the
measured profile, and then differentiated to obtain a sheet-
normal Gaussian intensity profile. The three lowest-order
moments computed from this Gaussian profile allow the
centerline position, the local intensity maximum, and the
local 1/e2 thickness of each laser sheet to be determined.
Typical results are shown in Fig. 4. It is apparent that the
measured intensity profiles across the 532-nm and 635-nm
light sheets are almost Gaussian, and, the resulting 1/e2

values thus provide a reasonable characterization of the
light sheet thicknesses. The above procedure was also re-
peated at the right and left edges of the field-of-view to
verify that the thickness of the four respective light sheets
does not vary significantly over the entire field-of-view of
the measurements.

The coincidence of each of the 532-nm and 635-nm
light sheet pairs is essential to minimize the loss of particle
pairs due to sheet misalignment, while the separation be-
tween the 532-nm and 635-nm light sheets determines the
Dz value involved in z derivative components of the
velocity gradient tensor ¶ui/¶xj. Errors in the separation
distance, or variations in this separation over the field-
of-view due to nonparallelism of the sheets, will directly

affect the accuracy of the derivatives in the out-of-plane
direction. An experimental method was devised to quan-
titatively measure the respective laser sheet coincidence,
separation distance, and sheet non-parallelism. This pro-
cedure for aligning the respective laser sheet pairs initially
aligns the 532-nm and 635-nm beam pairs to be coincident
over the length of the optical path. The coincidence is
checked optically using CCD cameras, denoted BPCs
(beam pair coincidence) in Fig. 2, and a centroid-finding
image processing routine based on the beam spot inten-
sities that can achieve alignment of the centroids to within
±25 lm. The long optical path ensures that the beams,
once aligned, remain parallel throughout the test section.
The respective optical paths are aligned individually,
without the sheet-forming optics, allowing a minimum
number of optical adjustments to overlap the centroids of
the laser beams. The beams are then formed into light
sheets by inserting the spherical and cylindrical lenses.

The procedure for separating the two measurement
planes begins with the two light sheet pairs initially
coincident. The 635-nm sheets are then moved by rotation
of a mirror in the z direction to create the necessary
separation. A small fraction (<5%) of the light sheet en-
ergy in each of the two 532-nm and the two 635-nm sheets
is picked off prior to the test section and used with a semi-
transparent target to create an image of the sheet cross-
section on the BPC camera. The imaging target is located
at the same distance from the pick-off as the measurement
location in the test section. From these images, intensity
profiles are obtained by averaging every 16 rows, and a
Gaussian fit is made using the same procedure noted
above. From this Gaussian fit, the center location of the
intensity profile is obtained for each of the four laser
sheets. Figure 5 shows how the respective laser sheet

Fig. 4. Typical results for laser sheet
profile measurements for the two green
sheets (left) and the two red sheets
(right), showing raw measured values
(symbols) and error function fits (lines)
at the top, and corresponding deriva-
tives giving sheet intensity profiles at
the bottom
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centroids vary along the vertical direction, and verifies that
each sheet pair is essentially coincident, and that the
spacing between the 532-nm and 635-nm planes is essen-
tially uniform along the vertical direction.

The four light sheets must also remain parallel over the
entire field-of-view of the measurement. This parallelism is
assessed as shown in Fig. 5 by conducting the procedure
described above at the left (y = )10 mm) and right (y =
+10 mm) edges of the field-of-view, in addition to the
center (y = 0 mm) of the field-of-view. The results verify
that the 532-nm and 635-nm sheets are parallel to within
slightly less than 1�.

2.3
DSPIV imaging arrangement
Scattered light from the seed particles is recorded on four
interline transfer CCD cameras with a 200-ns interframe
timing. The 1280·1024-pixel arrays provide sufficient
spatial dynamic range in the particle images, and the 12-
bit signal depth provides sufficient signal dynamic range.
The present field-of-view is 15.5·12.5 mm, giving a mag-
nification of 0.55 based on the physical size of the CCD
chip (8.6·6.8 mm). Each camera uses a Sigma 70–300 f/4-
5.6 APO macro lens to allow up to 1:1 imaging at a min-
imum focal length of 40.1 cm to achieve the desired field-
of-view. The 532-nm camera pair has narrow-band filters
centered at 532±5 nm that block the 635-nm light, and the
635-nm cameras are equipped with OG570 Schott glass
filters that effectively block the 532-nm light, isolating the
scattered light from the laser sheets onto the appropriate
camera pairs. The use of interline transfer CCD cameras
allows for single-color, cross-correlation PIV analysis
of the resulting particle images. The present DSPIV
system uses four PCO SensiCam cameras operating

simultaneously in double-frame mode, so the net
throughput to the hard drive is approximately 1 frame/s.

The four cameras are arranged in an asymmetric
angular-displacement configuration, shown in Fig. 6, with
each of the camera pairs satisfying the Scheimpflug con-
dition for stereoscopic imaging (Prasad and Jensen 1995).
The small field-of-view of the measurements, coupled with
the long focal length of the camera lens, dictates that a
large f# aperture must be used to create particle images
that are sufficiently focused across the full extent of the
field-of-view. To obtain precise alignment between the
object, lens, and image planes while maintaining a coin-
cident field-of-view for all cameras, specially designed
camera mounts are attached to rails providing forward–
backward and side-to-side adjustments, along with fine
vertical adjustment and a smooth angular adjustment.

In the present camera configuration, each pair of stereo
cameras is orientated as shown in Fig. 6 so that the in-
cluded angle between the optical axes of each camera pair
is 50�. A more traditional symmetric forward–backward
camera configuration, in which one camera in each pair
images the particles in backward scattering mode while the
second camera images in forward scattering mode, was not
implemented here due to the decreased signal-to-noise
level that results in backward scattering and the limited
energy available in the laser sheets. In the forward–
forward camera configuration used here, one camera from
each pair was arranged with a viewing angle of 20� and the
other with a viewing angle of 30�.

System performance studies of such angular-
displacement stereo PIV systems by Lawson and Wu
(1997a, 1997b) were used as a guide in determining the
present camera system configuration. The error ratio,
defined as the ratio of the out-of-plane rms displacement

Fig. 5. Centroid positions of the four laser
sheets measured at the left edge (left), at the
center (center), and at the right edge (right) of
the field-of-view, verifying laser sheet coinci-
dence, separation, and parallelism
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error to the in-plane rms displacement error, is used to
determine the optimal camera configuration. The optimal
error ratios occur for included angles between 40� and 50�.
For the present DSPIV configuration, an error ratio of 1 to
3 is expected, based on the included angle of 50�. The
results of Coudert et al. (2000) for asymmetric camera
configurations indicate that, for the present 50� included
angle and 10� asymmetry angle, the error ratio is expected
to be about 1 to 2. This error ratio is similar to the values
obtained by Lawson and Wu (1997b) for a symmetric
arrangement, indicating that effects of the asymmetry in
the camera arrangement are essentially negligible for the
present small asymmetry angle.

2.4
DSPIV particle image processing
The particle images were processed on a dual-board PC
with a 500-mHz CPU and 1 GB RAM using the LaVision
Davis 6.2 software, based on a cross-correlation method
with a fast Fourier transform (FFT) based algorithm
(Raffel et al. 1998). The software employs an adaptive
multipass technique to calculate the velocity field, using
32·32-pixel interrogation boxes on the first pass and then
refining the correlation peak search on a second 32·32-
pixel interrogation pass. This technique produces a final
in-plane spatial resolution of 400 lm, based on the phys-
ical pixel size of the CCD array, the magnification, and the
interrogation box size. No overlap is used in the final
vector field, allowing the in-plane spatial resolution to
match the out-of-plane spatial resolution between the
planes. The velocity fields were then further processed to
replace spurious vectors (typically less than 10% of total
vectors) by interpolation with a 3·3 median filter, and
were subsequently processed with a 3·3 median smooth-
ing filter to reduce high-frequency noise.

The velocity gradients were computed using linear
central-differencing in the x and y directions and one-
sided differencing in the z direction of the measured
velocity fields to obtain all nine components of ¶ui/¶xj. The

gradient components were calculated on a standard 3·3
template that incorporates two independent coordinate
frames, oriented at 45� relative to each other, to provide
two separate estimates of the gradient components, which
were then averaged to obtain the final values. This pro-
cedure uses all eight surrounding data points for the in-
plane gradient components, and all five surrounding data
points for the out-of-plane gradient components, to reduce
random error in the resulting gradient components with-
out the resolution degradation that would result from a
simple explicit filter that gives the same noise reduction.

2.5
DSPIV measurement resolution
Four principal factors contribute to the spatial resolution
of these DSPIV measurements: (1) the laser sheet thickness
and separation; (2) the PIV correlation window size; (3)
the typical bad-vector replacement region size; and (4) the
PIV smoothing filter scale. The laser sheet thicknesses
were measured, as discussed in Section 2, as k1 � 400 lm
for the 532-nm sheets and k1 � 800 lm for the 635-nm
sheets. The 32·32-pixel PIV correlation window, together
with the pixel size and magnification ratio, effectively fil-
ters the velocity field at a scale k2 � 400 lm. Based on the
spacing of the vectors, the bad-vector replacement scale is
k3 � 800 lm, and the explicit filtering in the final pro-
cessing stage is at a scale k4 � 800 lm. Since these con-
tributions to the net resolution are independent, the
resulting velocity gradient fields are resolved to a length
scale of knet ” (k1

2+k2
2+k3

2+k4
2)1/2 � 1,400 lm.

3
DSPIV system calibration
The accuracy of any stereo PIV measurement, as well as
the present DSPIV measurements, depends crucially on
the quality of the particle images, the accuracy of the in-
ferred particle displacements, and the extent to which the
particles follow the fluid motion. The two former issues
depend principally on focusing aberrations and distortions
inherent in the imaging of the particles. Focusing aberra-
tions mainly influences the particle image size, with a
general rule (Adrian 1997; Raffel et al. 1998) being that the
particle images should typically span 2–3 pixels on the
CCD array. For smaller particle images, it becomes difficult
to obtain a sub-pixel estimate of the particle centroid
location, and as the particle images become much larger, it
eventually becomes difficult to accurately determine the
centroid displacements. For the present DSPIV system, the
individual particle images typically span 4–5 pixels, which
provides sufficient accuracy in determining the centroid
displacements.

Stereoscopic imaging requires a calibration that incor-
porates the registration of the camera pairs and their
mapping from the object plane onto the image plane to
correct for distortions due to variable magnification across
the image. For the present DSPIV system, each indepen-
dent camera pair must be registered and mapped as usual
for any stereo PIV system, followed by the additional step
of registering and mapping both camera pairs into a single
reference frame. By far the largest source of image dis-
tortion inherent in stereoscopic imaging results from the

Fig. 6. Asymmetric forward–forward scatter configuration of the
four PIV cameras. Each camera pair has one camera at 30� and
one camera at 20� relative to the light sheet normals
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variable magnification M across the image plane intro-
duced by the off-axis viewing angle of the cameras. A
simple relation between particle displacements (X1, X2) in
the object plane and their displacements (x1, x2) in the
image plane of the form (X1, X2) = )M(x1, x2), where M is
the magnification, is no longer valid and instead takes the
form X ¼ 1F xð Þ; where 1F is a nonlinear mapping
function created from images of a calibration target. This
mapping function accounts for the distortion and provides
the third velocity component from the apparent in-plane
components.

The stereo calibration method of Soloff et al. (1997) was
implemented to calculate these mapping functions for the
four cameras. This procedure eliminates the need to
physically register each camera, allowing for a far simpler
mathematical registration. This is important for DSPIV
measurements, since four cameras must be precisely
aligned to the same physical field-of-view. The procedure
used a precision calibration target with micrometer-con-
trolled translation stages. A reference point on the target
defines the origin for all the calibration images. From the
four calibration images of this target, the camera magni-
fication factors and their positions are compared, and the
necessary adjustments are made to allow precise overlap of
their respective fields-of-view. Since this requires good
focus across the target, large lens aperture settings are
used along with the Scheimpflug condition.

The precision calibration target was formed from a
regular grid of white crosses on a black background. The
camera configuration requires that the target must be
transparent, and the field-of-view dictates a target size of
approximately 20·20 mm. The number of crosses directly
affects the accuracy of the mapping-function polynomial.
With too few crosses, a coarse fit is obtained, while too
many crosses makes it difficult to obtain a smooth fit. The
spacing between crosses must be precisely known, and the
cross thickness and length determine the accuracy of their
centroid identification. To create this target, a 225·280-
mm calibration target was first printed and then photo-
graphed onto a 35-mm film negative with a known mag-
nification. The resulting 35-mm negative provided a very
accurate calibration target, which was verified under a
microscope to give a cross spacing of 660 lm.

The elegance of the Soloff et al. (1997) calibration
method is that only three numbers are required as inputs
to compute the registration and mapping functions for
each of the four cameras. These numbers are the distance
between the crosses on the calibration target, the distance
between the first and second calibration planes, and the
distance between the differentially spaced light sheets.
From this information, the camera positions, angles, and
magnifications are calculated, along with the mapping
functions. The camera positions and angles were itera-
tively changed based on the computed magnification, po-
sition, and angle until optimum calibration and focus were
obtained.

The procedure described above involves two indepen-
dent stereoscopic calibrations. In a DSPIV system, a fur-
ther mapping is required to relate vectors from one stereo
system to the other. The relative positions of the calibra-
tion target used for this DSPIV calibration are illustrated

in Fig. 7. The target locations are near the front and back
planes of each of the laser sheets. The target, thus, has to
be displaced only twice, with the middle target location
being used for both the 532-nm and the 635-nm sheet
calibrations. By restricting the procedure to two target
displacement steps, and by using the micrometer-con-
trolled calibration apparatus, a net displacement accuracy
of 1.5 lm was obtained.

The calibration was carried out by taking the first two
images for the 532-nm cameras and then displacing the
calibration target by a known distance Dz with a micro-
meter translation stage. The second two images were then
obtained with the 635-nm cameras and the mapping
functions generated. With the eight target images, two for
each of the four cameras, the DSPIV mapping functions
for each camera were created by first locating the positions
of the crosses with respect to the image origin using a
centroid identification algorithm. Once these grid loca-
tions were defined, a two-dimensional third-order poly-
nomial was generated at each point using least-squares
error minimization to create the in-plane mapping func-
tion for each camera. To construct the mapping for the
out-of-plane component, the difference in the mappings
between the two calibration planes for each camera pair is
used.

4
DSPIV calibration and measurement errors
This section examines errors associated with the DSPIV
calibration procedure described above, and presents sev-
eral experimental methods for determining the resulting
accuracy of velocity differences obtained from the mea-
surements themselves.

4.1
Calibration errors
Since the calibration procedure generates the mapping
functions that relate particle displacements to velocity
vectors, it is essential to understand the error sources that
can arise in this calibration process. These consist of: (1)
errors in the cross spacing on the calibration target; (2)
errors introduced by approximating the true mapping
function with a third-order polynomial; (3) errors intro-
duced by imperfect parallelism of the calibration planes
relative to each other; (4) errors due to the calibration
planes not being precisely parallel to light sheets; and (5)
errors introduced by uncertainties in the absolute posi-
tions of the calibration planes within each light sheet.

Since both the cross separation on the original large-
scale printed target and the magnification factor used to

Fig. 7. Relative positions of calibration target at front and back of
green (532-nm) and red (635-nm) light sheets
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reduce this to the 35-mm film negative are accurately
known, the resulting uncertainty in the cross spacing on
the target is only about 10 lm. Moreover, the relatively
large number of crosses on the target (‡250) leads to a net
calibration error that becomes negligible in comparison
with other error sources. Errors due to the mapping
function being locally approximated by a two-dimensional
third-order polynomial are known to be negligible for
imaging configurations where severe distortions are not
present (Soloff et al. 1997). For the present asymmetric
forward–forward imaging arrangement with camera angles
of 20� and 30�, the resulting errors from the polynomial-
based mapping function are negligible. The average devi-
ation between the measured and calculated positions of the
crosses on the calibration target is found to be 0.3 pixels;
this is significantly better than the 0.4–0.6-pixel criterion
often used to characterize a good calibration. Soloff et al.
(1997) have further shown that the rms error from the

polynomial mapping function should be no larger than the
error in locating the particle centroids, which Prasad et al.
(1992) have shown to be 5–10% of the particle diameter.
For the present target and calibration procedure, the
resulting measured rms error from the polynomial map-
ping function corresponds to just 3.6% of the particle
diameter, is substantially smaller than the error associated
with determining the particle centroids.

Moreover, since the calibration procedure uses micro-
meter stages having 1.5-lm accuracy, errors introduced by
any nonparallelism between the calibration target planes
should be of comparable order also negligible. The 1.5-lm
accuracy of the micrometer stages gives an error of, at
most, 0.3% in the spacing between the parallel calibration
planes based on the 400-lm inter-plane separation. The
largest error source comes from the requirement that the
calibration target should be precisely parallel to the light
sheets. If the calibration target plane is instead at some

Fig. 8. Typical instantaneous velocity component fields ui(x, t)
from coincident-plane imaging tests, showing independently
measured fields from 532-nm (left) and 635-nm (middle) stereo
camera pairs, and corresponding difference fields Dui(x, t) (right)
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small angle with respect to the light sheet plane, then the
mapping functions are appropriate for the velocity field in
the rotated coordinate system and not the coordinate
system of the light sheet. Until very recently, there has not
been a method to calculate this error; Bjorkquist (2002)
and Wieneke (2003) suggest a numerical re-calibration to
quantify and cancel out this effect in a post-processing
manner, but this procedure has not been used here.

4.2
Measurement errors
A coincident light-sheet method was devised to allow
assessment of the final DSPIV measurement accuracy. This
quantitative assessment of accuracy uses both stereo
camera pairs arranged to image the same particle field by
aligning the 532-nm and 635-nm light sheets to be as
nearly coincident as possible with the present optical
system. Differences in the two resulting independent
velocity fields u(x, t) from such coincident-plane imaging
tests then reflect fundamental limits on the accuracy with
which velocity gradients can be measured by the DSPIV
system. The two leftmost columns in Fig. 8 show a typical
example of the three velocity component fields ui(x, t)
obtained independently from the 532-nm and 635-nm
camera pairs in such coincident-plane tests. In principle,
the component fields should be identical, with any dif-
ferences resulting from the cumulative effects of errors
considered above and the additional errors introduced by
the independent light sheet generation and positioning.
The right column shows the resulting differences Dui(x, t)
between the respective component fields on the same
quantitative color scale. It is evident that the w component
differences are typically larger than the u and v component
differences, due to the inherently larger errors in mea-

suring the out-of-plane velocity with stereo PIV systems.
However, it is apparent for all three velocity components
that the differences Dui are far smaller than the measured
component values themselves, quantifying the high accu-
racy of these velocity field measurements.

5
DSPIV measurement demonstration
In contrast to the coincident-plane validation measure-
ments above, in this section, the 532-nm and 635-nm
light-sheet planes are arranged with a differential spacing Dz
> 0 and are used to demonstrate DSPIV measurements of
velocity gradients at the intermediate and small scales of a
turbulent jet flow with local outer-scale Reynolds number
Red = 6,000. To resolve essentially all scales of the fluid
motion, Dz must be set comparable to the local inner
(viscous) length scale km of the turbulent flow. As Dz is
made successively smaller, the velocity fields in the two
planes become nearly identical and the individual compo-
nent differences eventually become dominated by the
intrinsic error limits in Fig. 8. Here, the two planes are
separated in the z direction by 400 lm, with the resulting
(Dz/km) = 0.32.

Figure 9 shows a typical example of the instantaneous
velocity vector fields u(x, t) measured in the two differ-
entially spaced planes, with the dimensions shown nor-
malized by the local inner length scale km. The separation
between the planes is shown greatly exaggerated to allow
comparisons of the vector fields in both planes; the actual
separation between the two planes is the same as the
vector-to-vector spacing within each plane. The relatively
small differences in the vectors between the two planes are
due to this differential z spacing. It is these differences that
give rise to the z derivative components of the resulting
velocity gradient tensor fields ¶ui/¶xj.

Figure 10 further shows a typical example of all three
simultaneously measured instantaneous velocity compo-
nent fields ui(x, t) in the two differentially spaced 532-nm
and 635-nm light-sheet planes. The mean value of each
velocity component has been subtracted to allow direct
comparisons between the spatial structure in the u, v, and
w component fields. The dimensions of each plane are
indicated in terms of the local inner length scale km, and
the color bar gives the velocity component values nor-
malized by the local outer (centerline) velocity scale uc, as
well as by the local inner velocity scale (m/km). Small dif-
ferences discernible between the independent ui(x, t) fields
in the 532-nm and 635-nm planes, due to the differential z
spacing, produce the z derivative components in the
resulting velocity gradients ¶ui/¶xj.

Figure 11 shows a typical example of the measured
instantaneous velocity gradient tensor fields ¶ui/¶xj from
such frequency-based DSPIV measurements, corre-
sponding to the velocity component fields shown in
Fig. 10. The color bar gives the velocity gradient com-
ponent values normalized by the local outer velocity
gradient scale (uc/d) and by the local inner velocity
gradient scale v/kv

2. In principle, the inner-variable
scalings should become Red-independent at sufficiently
large values of Red, while the outer-variable scalings will
show the increasing intermittency with increasing Red.

Fig. 9. Typical instantaneous velocity vector fields u(x, t) from
DSPIV measurements showing velocity fields in two planes with
400-lm z separation. Interplane separation is shown greatly
exaggerated; the actual separation between planes is the same as
the vector-to-vector spacing within each plane
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The nine simultaneously measured velocity gradient
components ¶ui/¶xj in turn allow various fields essential
to modeling the intermediate and small scales of tur-
bulence, including the vorticity field, the strain rate field,
and the kinetic energy dissipation rate field, to be ob-
tained.

These results demonstrate the successful realization
and fundamental characterization of a new two-
frequency DSPIV technique that permits the first direct,
noninvasive, simultaneous, highly resolved measure-
ments of all nine components of the velocity gradient
tensor field at the small scales of shear flow turbulence.
The present results have focused on the description and
characterization of the measurement technique itself.
Mullin and Dahm (2004a, 2004b) present additional
extensive results from the application of this technique
to a turbulent shear flow in a highly detailed study into
the effects of the local strain rate in shear flow turbu-
lence on the structure, statistics, similarity, and scaling
of velocity gradient fields at the inner scales of a tur-
bulent flow.

6
Conclusions
Dual-plane stereo particle imaging velocimetry (DSPIV)
using two different light-sheet frequencies allows direct,
nontrusive measurements of all nine simultaneous com-
ponents of the velocity gradient tensor fields ¶ui/¶xj at the
intermediate and small scales of turbulent flows. The use
of two different laser frequencies, in conjunction with fil-
ters to separate the scattered light from seed particles onto
the individual stereo camera pairs, allows traditional solid
metal oxide particles to be used as the seed, and, thereby,
permits such DSPIV measurements to be made in exo-
thermic reacting flows as well as in nonreacting flows.
Unlike earlier dual-plane measurement approaches, the
present two-axis asymmetric forward–forward imaging
configuration allows the increased scattering intensities
associated with forward imaging while minimizing the
ratio of out-of-plane to in-plane velocity component
errors. Moreover, by properly arranging the components
of such a DSPIV system, it is possible to resolve the
quasi-universal intermediate and small scales of all

Fig. 10. A typical example of an instantaneous
velocity component field ui(x, t) showing
velocity fields in the 532-nm (left) and 635-nm
(right) planes separated by Dz = 0.32km. The
field-of-view is shown normalized by the local
inner length scale km. The color scale shows
values normalized on the local inner (m, km)
and outer (uc, d) scales
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velocity gradient components in turbulent flows, allowing
direct experimental study of gradient fields such as the
vorticity vector field, the strain rate tensor field, and the
true kinetic energy dissipation rate field in turbulent flows.
The results presented here describe the key components of
such a two-frequency DSPIV system and demonstrate the
successful realization and characterization of such a sys-
tem to obtain simultaneous highly resolved measurements
of all nine components of the velocity gradient tensor field
at the small scales of a turbulent shear flow.
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